                              "Get A Life!"    Blog #5    
Hey, Girls! (and "others") The spirit moves me and tonight I blog! (That's because, these days, I'm a crafter by day and a blogger by night.)
 It comes as a surprise to most of you that I "write". Some people might not call it,"writing", so OK...I play with words on paper. Unbeknownst to  most of you, I've been writing different types of things for years. Most of it is crazy poetry. But, I have a minor in English, and actually learned to write in college. 
Here's where it all began: It was the fall of 1966. I was a junior at Clarion State College (...that had a total student body of 2,300 that year!) in western Pennsylvania, north of Pittsburgh. Now, I'd had Composition I and Composition II, but the English Department there required those working towards a degree involving English to take "Advanced Composition".                                             
Cut to the scene:                                                                                 The curtain now opens and I find myself in a second story  classroom in 99-year-old red brick ivy-covered Seminary Hall (our version of "Old Main"). I sat there anticipating the types of experiences like I'd had before in prior composition classes...you know(!) ...a familiar professor, already at the podium with syllabus in hand and ready to welcome the incoming fall class. 
WELL... on this particular day, THAT'S NOT WHAT HAPPENED! 
The students taking the class were randomly seated. No professor was present. Outside the open door, we heard the loud thumping of someone struggling to climb those creaky, old, dusty wooden steps. That individual made "an entrance". That person was an "older" man, dressed in a way UNbefitting the region. He was a tall, thin man with a handlebar moustache and thick glasses. Modeling a "Wild Bill Coty motif", his ensemble consisted of a white leather cowboy hat, a split-leather western jacket with leather fringes that dangled from the arms and cowboy boots with toes so-o-o long and pointy that there's NO WAY his entire foot could have fit on one of those creaky, old steps! No wonder we heard clamoring!  (Now, I will repeat that my college, Clarion State College, was NOT out west!) So there was "something" in this scenario that didn't fit:   "HIM"!                                                                                  Not yet uttering a word, he went directly to the blackboard, selected a piece of chalk and scrawled his name in Victorian-looking handwriting. He'd brought with him an old, grease-stained, beat-up leather brief case, which he'd placed on the desk in the front of the room. He searched inside it for something. He soon brought out a paper, which was obviously the class roster because he began to call role. That's when the class discovered that he was A STUTTERER! I mentally rolled my eyes. Oh j-j-j-j-j-joy! P-P-P-P-P-Porky Pig was g-g-g-g-g-going to be our pr-pr-pr-pr-pr-professor! Can you imagine what it's like to be in a lecture where someone clamors and stammers over most of the words that are said? With all of that verbal struggling, for sure, he would only be able to put forth a fraction of the required material in the time allotted for each session.                                                                                    Mary Lou sat beside me. I'd been in classes with "HER" before. I whispered, "Where'd HE come from?" Mary Lou, who had somehow gotten "the skinny" on this character, gave me that "Oh!-You're-so-dumb" look, as she proudly crowed her precious information: "Wyoming", she whispered. I thought, "Holy mackeral! Then what's he doing HERE?" And, "HOW did he get here?" Curiosity overtook me. I was by a window. I casually glanced out at the bike racks on the other side of Wood Street. Would I see his horse tethered there, along with everyone else's "transportation"? Nope! I then gathered that he must have "hoofed it" on his own from...wherever.  
R-r-r-r-r-roll call was still going on as my mind drifted away: WYOMING.     WYOMING.     I remembered a factoid that I'd heard once about Wyoming: that there's an immense incidence of insanity there because of the unrelenting, high-gusting winds. Sooner or later, a BATCH of normal residents can join those who have already gone NUTS! I looked at the person before the class...I wondered if he'd gotten out in time (before the "inevitable") or whether he'd simply walked away from an asylum. Hey! Maybe I was figuring something out! Because here's ANOTHER "factoid"! Interstate 80, the same route that goes through Clarion, Pennsylvania, also goes through Wyoming! So...did he "roll out of town" like a tumbleweed along Interstate 80 and just keep going on and on and on until he saw the signs along the expressway announcing the exit to Clarion State College? Yeah! That could have been what happened! Let's get back to "WYOMING". Let's check out that word! I'm thinking: "Just insert an 'H' and you have WHYOMING! That's more appropriate because WHY BE THERE? Or WHY even GO there?" WHY didn't they ask ME to name their state? Everyone knows I like to give things appropriate names.  
Movin' on...                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
HE   ...let's just call him, "Whyoming"...  plunged his hand once more into his brief case, producing a handful of syllabuses, which he passed out and painfully read to us. WOO HOO! We'd be off and r-r-r-r-r-running with that one!                                                                                            In the session that followed (and all of the other ones, too), Whyoming showed up in the same clamoring manner. We knew what to expect.                                                                                 But in that second session, he showed up with a brown paper shopping bag with handles. Those handles were stressed almost to the point of tearing.                                                                       There was something heavy in that bag.                                                     He sat it on his desk.                                                                        Reaching in, he drew out THE MOST DISGUSTING-LOOKING, RUN-DOWN, BEAT-UP, STINKY LEATHER WORK BOOT IN CAPTIVITY!!!!!! Now, when I said we'd be off and r-r-r-r-r-running, I didn't anticipate we'd be running with an old boot!            We were instructed to examine that boot thoroughly and silently write down our observations. He even suggested that, should we be at all artistic, we could do a quick sketch and arrow toward each type of damage that that boot had incurred, labeling as we drew. That boot was quite the disaster, and I found myself with several pages of information. Near the end of the session, he told us that this boot would be the focus of a number of future writings, and to save that information we had gleaned from our observations. However, he always hauled the boot into class, lest we had missed recording any details.                                  
In sessions to follow, we started with a speculative writing as to "who" originally owned the boot...what kind of work he did...and what kind of a person he was.Then we were instructed to write possible dangerous or hazardous scenarios in which some of the major damages to the boot were done. He went on: Each of us  were to pretend that WE WERE the boot, describing with "detailed personal feelings" all of the miseries we'd been through. Then he turned it around: It was the foot vs. the boot...or was it the other way around(?)  ...with the dirty foot causing the boot to be stinky and the harshness of the boot causing corns and callouses on the foot? We wrote banter between the two.                                           
The "boot writing" went on and on... Little by little, by the end of the course, we had involved that boot in all types of writing that was loaded with vivid adjectives and detailed descriptions: factual to fanciful, sad to humorous. Each session we would turn in our writings. He never criticized. He had a cadence to his teaching: First he would read passages from our writings that demonstrated well the last technique he had taught. Then, at the end of each session, he would teach us a new writing technique. YAY! We were "getting the hang of it!". It got to be fun! We'd write with gusto, hoping to be "read" aloud in class! It was so interesting to see how each person handled each technique. 
After the course was over, I actually looked back in awe! Initially, I honestly wondered what that stumbling, stuttering misfit could ever teach ME. Turned out that he GENUINELY KNEW how to teach students how to be writers.                                             
The show's over, but before the curtain closes and the lights go down...                                                                                     It's time for "Whyoming" to take a much-deserved bow, because...                                                                                                YOU CAN'T JUDGE A BOOK BY ITS COVER!              

                                                
      

